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Short Term: Volatile 
After a recent record high, the market is showing signs 
of volatility, and this could be a key theme in the short 
term up till October, with large day to day swings 
at times. 

Long Term: Slightly                               Bearish
Past October, when trading activity cools off, we could 
finally see bearish sentiment in the markets. The overall 
long term trend will be very dependent on the outlook of 
next winter weather conditions
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Wider fuels higher in price ↑ 
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Review of market movements over June
Wholesale prices witnessed one of the most bullish months in June, with gas prices 

up a staggering 27% in just 30 days. Both power and gas prices now sit at fresh new 

highs with gas prices now easily eclipsing the peak seen in 2018 in what has been an 

eventful month. 

Key Drivers
Carbon EUA '  s continue its relentless march upwards 
Since a sell off in late May, the EU Allowance (EUA's) of Carbon permits and the 
newly formed UK ETS that closely models this market have both been on a tear, 
rebounded stronger than ever before from the dip to end the month at record 
levels. 

Carbon has been a well covered topic on these reports, so i won't delve into the 
reasons again, but it has not slowed down in rising since November 2020. There 
are however signs it is stabilizing in the €50 to €55 range. It will now be a question 
of if it remains settled, or if added stimulus or policies push this market up further 
once more.      

Brent Crude marches on in price
In in last couple years, all the talk has been on green energy, electric vehicles and 
"building back greener" from the pandemic. You might have therefore 
understandably assumed oil's days are numbered and its price to weaken. The 

reality is, oil and petroleum are still vital as a fuel source for at least the next 
decade, and as global economies open up and air travel kick starts, demand for the 
'liquid gold' reaches near 2019 levels. 

Like Carbon, the commodity has been on a constant upward price trajectory in 
2021, notably helped by the OPEC+ supply cuts. A barrel of Brent will now set up 
back $76 as of the end of June, which is a $30 increase since the start of the year. 

LNG supply squeeze
Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) Cargoes have increasingly become a source of gas 
supply for the UK as it looks to diversify its supply chain, while also acting as 
floating storage in times of need. 2019 was a record breaking year for delivery, 
helped by the USA flooding the market, LNG spot prices were at an all time low. 
That trend has since changed, and due to a ramp up in demand in Asia, notably 
Japan and China, LNG Cargoes have increasingly ignored the UK and Europe to 
fetch a better price in the far East.

Japan came out of a bitterly cold winter, with its storage reserves depleted, much 
like the UK, and its demand for LNG pushed prices higher. China's overall energy 
demand is back to usual levels as it appears to have only experienced one main 
initial covid-19 wave, and it too is in high demand for the energy source. This has 
led to the UK and Europe having to pay very high premiums on the open market 
to have a chance of securing the arrivals of these vessels. This has led to wholesale 
gas prices rising in particular. The worry is, this is a medium term trend and the 
UK may struggle to secure significant volume for the remainder of the year. 
Alternatively, to be forced to buy at premium cost, and factor this into the gas 
wholesale market.       
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Graph 1: Wholesale gas prices 2013 to date

Graph 2: Wholesale power prices 2013 to date



Outlook Prediction and key events for the month ahead

How will a third covid-19 wave impact energy demand? 
Over June, its became increasingly clear the UK is amid a third wave of covid-19. 
However, unlike the first two waves, the difference here is the vast majority of the 
population in the UK have been vaccinated, with every adult offered it by the 19th 
July. So will it have any impact on demand at all? The only main way would be if 
restrictions are brought back in, but with the vaccines proving highly effective against 
hospitalisations and deaths, this currently looks unlikely. Still, this is something to 
monitor when we head into the autumn or if there are further variations of the virus 
that emerge that could pose this threat.    

How rapid will storage replenishment be? 
One of the biggest factors keeping prices so high right now, is the UK's gas storage 
levels, which is not in a healthy state, sitting at 21% as i write this in July. Heading 
into winter, this would ideally sit at least on 60%, so between now and then, there is 
plenty replenishment needed to take place to get into a better position. Overcoming 
a packed maintenance schedule and sourcing LNG supply will be the biggest hurdles 
in achieving this, and July will be a key month to make progress with seasonal 
demand low.     

Will the fourth and final unlocking boost demand?
Originally earmarked for the 21st June, the fourth a final unlocking day, coined 
'freedom day' was pushed back to the 19th July to allow sufficient time for all adults 
to be offered a vaccine. From the 19th, the last remaining sectors of the economy 
can open and other already open sectors can operate at full capacity. Logically 
energy demand will see a boost in theory, but it will be interesting to see if it comes 
as a slow transition or an immediate rush back to a normal way of living. 

Will OPEC+ come to an agreement on supply cuts?
At the start of July OPEC met as usual to agree production levels of oil for the month 
of August. It was widely expected for the current cuts to be lifted, at least partially 
with oil sitting at $76. However a late disagreement from UAE cast doubt on this, and 
the agreement fell through. Currently as no agreement is in place, in theory, each 
individual country can produce production volumes as they choose from August. 
However OPEC are still having ongoing talks, and there is a suggestion an agreement 
can still be struck. The outcome of this key event will play an important role in which 
direction energy prices move in July. 

Recommendation
Take a quick glance at the long term graphs on the previous page, and you realise just how high the 
wholesale markets have got. So you may feel this is a time to avoid securing your contracts. While 
we can all agree, the prices are very unattractive, the classic mistake would be to assume they can't 
possibly go higher. This was the assumption of many back in April when we hit record highs. its now 
30 to 40% higher. 

It will take a lot to keep prices at this elevated level, but at the same time, almost all the drivers are 
bullish right now, so the decision is not so black and white to wait. If your renewal is in the distance 
future, you do have time on your side to hold back, but if you do have a renewal due this year, your 
window grows shorter by the day.      

The report is based on our educated opinion taken from publicly available data. This is not a 
guarantee on future price movements, market prices can go up or down unexpectedly




